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1. Introduction
BrokerTec requires its members to pass a basic conformance test prior to deployment or significant 
change to trading algorithms, and makes facilities available which include disorderly market scenarios

BrokerTec offers clients European Government Bond and Repo trading solutions through the BrokerTec Europe LTD 
(BEL) MTF, which facilitates algorithmic trading both through direct Application Programming Interface (API) connections 
and via Independent Software Vendors (ISV). 

As per MiFID II Regulatory Technical Standards (RTS 7), BrokerTec requires its MTF members to book and pass 
Basic conformance test with the Client Integration Team, using the BrokerTec Z Test Environment – see MTF Member 
Conditions and Algo Trading Due Diligence Policy_BTEC.

• The BrokerTec Z Test Environment is available with a version of production market data

The BrokerTec Z Test Environment will additionally be set perform certain non-standard actions during a test window to 
expose the algo being tested to stressed and/or disorderly market conditions. Customer Algo-owners are required to  
sign-off on the resilience of their trading infrastructure and that their algorithms do not exacerbate disorderly markets -  
see the ‘BTEC Client Algo Self-Certification’ form.

These and other membership conditions are pre-requisites for trading privileges on the BrokerTec MTF and ongoing 
compliance is subject to annual risk assessment - see MTF Member Algo TradingRisk Assessment Policy_BTEC.
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2. Fair usage
BrokerTec makes the Z Test Environment to members and prospective members for the purpose of 
conformance testing to BrokerTec Market

2.1.  Guidelines

BrokerTec offers a testing environment that is clearly separated from the production environment

•   BrokerTec Z Test Environment can be used for both Basic conformance tests as well as 
testing against disorderly trading conditions

• BrokerTec testing facilities can be used by both members and prospective members
•   Conformance tests can be conducted during trading hours from Monday to Friday from 08:00-17:00hr after making an 

appointment (a BrokerTec employee will assist with the testing scenarios)
•   Tests against disorderly trading conditions can be conducted during trading hours from Monday to Friday between 

09:00-11:00hr and 14:00-16:00hr. Assistance can be requested if needed.
•  There is no charge for the use of the facilities by both existing and prospective members

2.2.  Expectations

It is not intended that members and prospective members use the BrokerTec Z Test Environment to evaluate and iterate 
on the profitability of their trading models

• Historical Market Data services are available from BrokerTec and NEX Data
•  BrokerTec reserves the right to restrict or refuse access to the BrokerTec Z Test Environment solely at BrokerTec’s 

discretion if usage is considered to be outside of expectations

All information contained herein (“Information”) is for informational purposes only, is confidential and is the intellectual property of NEX Group plc and/or one of its group companies (“NEX”). The Information is 
directed to Eligible Counterparties and Professional Customers only and is not intended for Retail Clients (as each term is defined by the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”)) or equivalent in a rele-
vant jurisdiction. This Information is not, and should not be construed as, an offer or solicitation to sell or buy any product, investment, security or any other financial instrument or to participate in any particular 
trading strategy. The Information is not to be relied upon and is not warranted, either expressly or by implication, as to completeness, timeliness, accuracy, merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose. 
All representations and warranties are expressly disclaimed. Access to the Information by anyone other than the intended recipient is unauthorised and any disclosure, copying or redistribution is prohibited 
without NEX’s prior written approval. If you receive this information in error, please immediately delete all copies of it and notify the sender. In no circumstances will NEX be liable for any indirect or direct loss, 
or consequential loss or damages including without limitation, loss of business or profits arising from the use of, any inability to use, or any inaccuracy in the Information. NEX and the NEX logo are trademarks 
of the NEX group. CertainNEX group companies are regulated by regulatory authorities. For further regulatory information, please see www.NEX.com. ©NEX Group plc 2018.
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For details of how we process personal data, please see our updated privacy policy.
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